One Day In
Brighton …
Oh my god, we went to Brighton, but Miss we have to make
a move to Brighton Pier. I don’t know what is most
impressive : these huge waves throwing themselves on the
bay or the impressive number of attractions ... Everyone
finds his happiness, you don’t like money machines? No
problem, dozens of fast food can keep you busy for the day !
And yes, Brighton Pier is able to charm you. for a day,
impossible to get bored
there. But obviously, the teachers said,
"We stay just for lunch": what a tear…
it's at that moment that all my dreams
are gone, and the pigeons too. The
pigeons have indeed kept us company
throughout our lunch, fun for someone
but less for others! See you soon
Brighton Pier.

After some pictures, and a tray of very good fries
and one hot dog later, it was time to take a little
digestive walk in the streets of Brighton. I can tell
you that the atmosphere is really great, and I'm not
saying that to pleasure Ms. Juillon. Now, place at
the most important visit of this day, the long
awaited Royal Pavilion. It architecture, which you
can see in the photos, is very exotic, indeed it is
inspired by that of India, very popular at the time.
Thanks to our personal guided tour, we discovered
that this palace was built in the early nineteenth
century for the prince and future king of the time
George IV. This prince was really in awe of his
flag, which he loved very much. He installed a
friendly decor because Goerges IV loved to
receive and organize huge banquets, so rooms
were made available for these guests since this
kind of party ended very late. These immense
meals would not be possible the kitchens of the
palace, they were immense and the prince was
very proud of it, he made them visit his guests, and
ate with them inside. It's a must see place !
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